Modular ultrasonic cleaning systems

Elmasonic X-tra line precision
Ultrasonic cleaning before coating
QQ Modular

system for the industrial ultrasonic fine cleaning with multifrequency
QQ Available in two unit sizes for cleaning, rinsing and drying
QQ High flexibility of design and process sequence

www.elma-ultrasonic.com

Elmasonic X-tra line precision
Modular ultrasonic system with multifrequency for fine cleaning
The fine cleaning of different products and
parts before the further processing of surfaces such as coating requires an optimal
pre-, intermediate and final cleaning
processes. Elmasonic X-tra line precision
is the modular cleaning line system that
offers an optimized and tailor-cut ultrasonic
cleaning process.
The modular system allows - depending on
the required process - an individual combination of various units and equipement for

cleaning, rinsing and drying. At the same
time cleaning with X-tra line precision
is economical and environment friendly.
The flexible modular design allows an
expansion or modification of the existing
cleaning process at any later time.

For the drying of the cleaned items the
cleaning system can be equipped with a
Lift-Out device for pre-cleaning, a hot-airdryer with clean room filters or with an
infrared dryer. Depending on the required
through-put, it is possible to add a manual
or automatic transport system.

The ultrasonic cleaning units are equipped
with multifrequency technology, round
tank corners and electro-polished surfaces.
They can be operated either by hand via
the touch panel or via IPC.

Process examples for different requirements
Cleaning process for cleaning before coating
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infrared
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Pure water unit

Housing incl. laminar flow modules
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and demineralized
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Warm-airdrying
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Different cleaning programmes
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Matching accessories and ancillaries

Round tank corners, electropolished
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Filter pump unit

Housing incl. laminar flow modules

Warm-air-dryer with Hepa-filter

Elmasonic X-tra line precision
Advantages of the modular cleaning line system

Our modular concept consists of standardized components – from ultrasound equipment, transport systems and enclosures to
ancillary devices. Thus these modular systems are easily and quickly upgradeable in response to changed cleaning requirements.
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Ultrasonic units are basically equipped with bottom ultrasound; optionally units with additional lateral ultrasound are available
Individual power control integrated
Individually activatable Pulse-function for increased performance with difficult cleaning tasks
Sweep-function for an even sound field distribution and optimal cleaning results
Degas-function for quick degassing, esp. of a fresh cleaning bath
Rounded tank corners, electropolished tank surfaces and specially designed hard piping for optimised drainage and to prevent
entrainments All units are sound and heat insulated
Automated systems have a weekly time switch for starting and shutting down the system automatically
Cascaded, connected cleaning tanks to reduce water consumption
Modular software and user-friendly visualization with IPC-based control, Data-logger, OEE, trend analysis, SMS messenger and
energy management as well as optional use of manual or automatic barcode/data-matrix code scanners or RFID-systems
Connection to MES or customer IT-systems possible
Low investment cost due to standardised units (modular system)

Infrared dryer

Bath care systems

IPC control with touchpanel

Elmasonic X-tra line precision
Technical data
X-tra 300 precision

X-tra 550 precision

X-tra 800 precision

25/45 or 37/130

25/45 or 37/130

25/45 or 37/130

600

1000

1000

1 x 230

3 x 400 / 3 x 208

3 x 400 / 3 x 208

Tank capacity up to overflow edge (l)

30,0

55,0

83,0

Unit ext. dimensions W/D/H (mm)

495/520/565

495/690/565

495/690/720

Tank int. dimensions W/D/H (mm

285/330/250

285/500/300

300/500/445

Basket int. dimensions W/D/H (mm)

245/255/160

240/420/205

240/420/340

adjustable, 30-70

adjustable, 30-70

adjustable, 30-70

Frame module W/D/H (mm)

550/740/800

500/900/800

500/900/800

Loading/Unloading module W/D/H (mm)

625/560/530

625/770/530

625/770/530

Oscillation, automatic
(Basket and parts in kg)

max. 8,0

max. 8,0

max. 8,0

Lift-Out (Basket and parts in kg)

max. 8,0

max. 8,0

max. 8,0

Automatic transport system
(Basket and parts in kg)

4,0 / 8,0

4,0 / 8,0

4,0 / 8,0

Ultrasonic frequency (kHz)
Ultrasonic power effective (W)
Mains voltage (V)

Temperature (°C)
Module dimensions

Heating type
Heating power (W)
Temperature (°C)

X-tra 300 WLT

X-tra 500 WLT

X-tra 800 WLT

X-tra 300 IRT

X-tra 550 IRT

X-tra 800 IRT

turbular heating

turbular heating

turbular heating

infrared heater

infrared heater

infrared heater

4000

7000

4800

2800

6400

6400

adjustable, 120

adjustable

adjustable

adjustable

adjustable, 30-70 adjustable, 30-70

Mains voltage (V)

3x400/3x208

3x400/3x208

3x400/3x208

3x400/3x208

3x400/3x208

3x400/3x208

Unit ext. dimensions W/D/H (mm)

495/825/565

495/1300/565

495/1300/720

495/520/565

495/690/565

495/690/720

Tank int. dimensions W/D/H (mm)

345/330/250

345/500/300

300/500/450

300/330/250

300/500/300

300/500/450
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Parts movement and transport

